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BiOS, Inc. ANNOUNCES OFFICE MOVE TO ACCOMMODATE GROWTH AND EXPANSION
Tokyo, JP, April 28, 2014 – BiOS, Inc. is pleased to announce the relocation of their office. On April 28, 2014, BiOS moved into their
main office located at Sumitomo Fudosan Nishi Shinjuku Bldg. 20F, 7-20-1 Nishi Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo.
The move will accommodate recent business growth and enable the company to continue to maintain superior customer service to
its expanding clientele. “Everyone at BiOS is extremely excited to move into our new office and the expansion of the business,”
stated Atsushi Wada, CEO of BiOS, Inc.. “The move is essential especially with the rapid growth of our local operations along with
the necessary skills development that will be needed to cope with new projects for both ourselves as well as our clients,” added Mr.
Wada.
This is an important milestone for BiOS as it reflect stability, confidence and continuous expansion; allowing the business to
continue to provide quality IT services and solutions for the Japanese market.
BiOS began operations in 1998 with a mission of becoming Japan's leading bilingual IT solutions provider - focused on delivering
customized services at market-competitive pricing. Since then we have developed strategic partnerships with a growing number of
major Japanese firms, and have established close ties with some of the world's leading IT vendors. As BiOS continues to grow, so
does our commitment to delivering services that set us apart from our competitors.
###
If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Alexandre Kawano, please call the Marketing Dept. at
+81 3 4588 2231 or email them at marketing@biosjp.com.
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